
Fish Habitat Restoration Works on Two Watersheds within the Southwest Seymour
Inlet Area, Lower Brown Creek, North Island – Central Coast District

Objectives of the overall project

Lower Brown Creek is classified as an S2 stream in the lower reaches of the system
(where works were carried out).  The projects carried out were done to improve access
into the upper reaches of the watershed for coho and chum salmon as well as to improve
spawning habitat for chum salmon in the lower section.
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Name of Watershed / Sub-basin and Location

Lower Brown Creek is located in the Seymour Inlet area and drains an area of
approximately 9.8km2.  The system is fed by a series of ten small lakes, and flows in an
easterly direction eventually emptying into the western shore of Whelakis Lagoon.  The
first work site is best accessed by boat through Whelakis Lagoon.  A simple dock is
constructed at the mouth of the stream and a trail leads up to the project site,
approximately 0+92m upstream.  The upstream site is located at 0+402m and can be
accessed by walking further upstream.  Lower Brown Site 1:  Lat: 50 58.230N, Lon: 127
13. 316W   Lower Brown Site 2:  Lat: 50 58. 243 N  Lon: 127 13 .453W



Introduction

Lower Brown Creek was identified as a priority watershed for rehabilitation based on
recommendations from the Watershed-based Fish Sustainability Plan for Six Watersheds
in the Southwest Seymour Inlet Area.  The stream had two sites where unnatural debris
accumulations were observed as potential barriers to upstream fish migration in an
overview habitat assessment that was carried out.  As the productive capacity of a stream
is directly related to the amount of accessible habitat, quality of habitat, and anadromous
reaches are considered to be of high importance.  The debris accumulations on Lower
Brown Creek were identified as concerns to fish distribution and fish habitat. As one of
the more significant systems within the region the watershed is considered to be a priority
for rehabilitative action.

Description of Design

The overall plan for Site 1 is to remove the debris accumulation to allow fish passage to
occur unobstructed.  Some wood will be removed and placed in spoil sites above the high
water mark, with many large pieces to be anchored instream to provide habitat
complexity.  The thalweg will be re-established mid-stream and the large pool created
above the jam will be protected by the placement of a sill log structure.

Removal of wood and boulders at this site will be carried out starting with small, unstable
pieces near the right bank (the likely location of the natural thalweg).  Over time, some
boulders have been pushed in with the wood that also need to be removed and
repositioned.  Removal of small wood along the midstream and left bank area of the jam
will take place once that is completed.  The objective is to open up the jam to a degree
where the natural thalweg is restored.  Some of the large spanning wood will remain in
place and should not be a problem due to the low recruitment of wood into the area.

Description of Completed Work

Instream works began on August 19 and continued until August 25, 2003.

The restoration objectives were fully realized at both sites within Lower Brown Creek.
At Site 1 much of the small instream debris was removed, a sill log was placed to
maintain pool structure, some LWD was placed instream, and gravel was added to
selected sites.   At Site 2 much of the small wood blocking the main flow was removed
and placed out of the active channel.

Cost Summary
The total project cost for instream works, as-built monitoring, and reporting was $12,830.

Post –completion Project Inspection

An as-built survey was completed once the instream portion of the project was carried out
to examine the changes to the stream cross-sectional profile.


